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Producer Aditya Chopra, script and director of the film n Habib Faisal, the music was written by Sajid-Wajid, and the words n the cook), which destroy the old-fashioned worldview. The film begins as a family melodrama, but gradually, without any piety and sentiment, it turns into the toughest, frank and politically engaged drama about the contradictory trends and phenomena of
the Islamic world, about the daily life of every Muslim, about interreligious conflict. Raj's personal life - full of lyrics, love and suffering - turns out to be the key to unraveling political intrigues and revolutionary struggle. He not only does not confess his love to his wife, but plunges headlong into politics. And it's good that there is very little of it in this world. On the frames, which
were shown to the public for the first time in the mid-70s, Raj is absolute strength and power.He really looks like the British queen - and that says it all. And yet, within the framework of the general concept, this film is about how good it is to be free and strong, and not to obey circumstances and not depend on power, as it was born. The plot focuses on the development of the
tragedy that arose between Raj and his wife after the death of her father. Ten years later, the reborn wife becomes an idealist and watches with pain as Raj has been writing about him in her diary for a very long time. She understood him and was proud of him, but then she realized that she had not much left to live. What is actually much more important - the struggle for equality,
friendship and love than power and influence. In addition, Raj becomes more and more cruel and authoritarian, which becomes more and more obvious as the relationship between the characters develops. In the end, he decides to sell the house and go into politics, after which he ends his life as a martyr. And he is not alone in his beliefs. The film is held under the slogan: Life is not
always sweet. Life has never been good. Life is too hard. But, it doesn't have to be your life. This is the answer to the question of how to defeat the forces of evil contained in man himself. You can't look back endlessly and see how good everything was. We must take advantage of the situation when it arose. Something in this picture really touched and hooked me. I admired the
courage of the Raj, his ability to fight his way through an avalanche of circumstances. Raj
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